MODEL 4460

PUT A ROLLIGON ON YOUR JOB — SEE HOW IT — — —
Saves fuel
Saves time
Increases profits
Keeps the EPA away
Increases your job capabilities

ROLLIGONS ARE HAULING

Pipeline welders
Line pipe
River weights
Drilling mud
Drilling supplies
Surveyors
Railroad inspectors
Personnel

Seismic equipment
Core drills
Cable layers
Pole setters
Mixed concrete
Mosquito sprayers
Weed sprayers
Cut turf

Dredge pipe
Dredge supplies
Dragline supplies
Fuel
Rescue equipment
Ranch supplies
Farm equipment
Ore
Maximum Payload on Land .................................................. 10,000 lbs.

Maximum GVW in Water .................................................. 19,000 lbs.

Recommended Maximum Operating GVW in water ................... 12,500 lbs.

Vehicle Weight, no payload, no operator, no fuel ..................... 7,500 lbs.

Minimum Ground Clearance at Pivot ..................................... 25 inches

Maximum Forward Gradeability .......................................... 60%

Maximum Side Gradeability ............................................... 45%

Maximum Angle of Approach ............................................. 60 degrees

Maximum Angle of Departure ............................................. 80 degrees

Maximum Forward Speed .................................................. 24 MPH on land

Minimum Turning Radius .................................................. 22 feet